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ABSTRACT 

Technology scaling reduces device threshold voltages to 
mitigate speed loss due to scaled supply voltages. This, 
however, exponentially increases leakage power and ad- 
versely affects circuit reliability. In this paper, we will in- 
vestigate the performance degradation in high-leakage dig- 
ital circuits. It is shown that deep submicron CMOS tech- 
nologies lead to 60%-70% degradation in noise-immunity 
due to leakage. Dual-Vt domino designs mitigate the noise- 
immunity degradation to 30%-40% but inevitably lead to 
a loss of 20%-30% in circuit speed. To achieve a better 
noise-immunity vs. performance trade-off, a new dynamic 
circuit technique - the boosted-source (BS) technique is 
proposed. Simulation results of wide fan-in gates designed 
in the Predictive Berkeley BSIM3v3 0.13pm technology [l] 
demonstrate 1.6X-3X improvement in noise-immunity at 
the expense of marginal energy overhead but no loss in de- 
lay, as compared with the existing circuit techniques. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Scaling of CMOS technology has rendered the ability to 
significantly improve the performance of increasingly com- 
plex VLSI systems at an affordable cost. However, with 
feature sizes being reduced towards 0.1 -0.05pm genera- 
tions, noise-immunity will become difficult to achieve due 
to high-leakage transistors, large threshold variations, low 
supply voltages, high clock-frequencies, the presence of 
ground bounce, ZR drops, crosstalk and clock jitter [2]. 
This is compounded further by aggressive design practices 
such as dynamic, low-power, and high-speed circuit styles, 
making deep submicron (DSM) noise [3] - [5]  the primary 
cause of a reliability problem that may ultimately deter- 
mine the performance achievable in future ASICs. 

It is very clear that low-power design techniques are 
needed at various levels of design abstraction from process 
to algorithm [6] - (81. A widely used low-power technique 
is supply voltage scaling which provides linear reduction in 
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static power dissipation and quadratic reduction in capaci- 
tive power dissipation. With the scaling of supply voltage, 
transistor threshold voltage Vt needs to be scaled properly 
to offset the undesired speed loss [9]. Unfortunately, such 
design practice not only exponentially increases the leak- 
age power but also deteriorates the noise-immunity. Fur- 
thermore, given the trend that leakage power increases by 
a factor of 5X with each technology generation and will 
become a significant portion of the total power in future 
ICs [lo], active leakage-control becomes critical to deep 
submicron VLSI systems. Many techniques [11]-[13] have 
been developed so far to reduce leakage power; however, 
not much work has been done in addressing the leakage 
reduction in the presence of DSM noise. In other words, 
energy-efficiency and reliability issues have not been stud- 
ied together. In this paper, we will investigate the leakage- 
induced reliability degradation in deep submicron CMOS 
technologies. A new energy-efficient, noise-tolerant dy- 
namic circuit technique is proposed for designing high per- 
formance VLSI systems. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 11, we 
analyze the reliability degradation due to leakage in two 
-0.lpm CMOS technologies. Two performance metrics, 
un i t y  noise gain (UNG) and 4-stage delay, are proposed 
to quantify the noise-immunity and speed, respectively. In 
section 111, a new energy-efficient, noise-tolerant dynamic 
circuit technique - the boosted-source (BS) technique is 
proposed. Simulation results on the performance of wide 
fan-in gates are presented and evaluated in section IV. 

11. CHARACTERIZATION OF LEAKAGE 
INDUCED RELIABILITY DEGRADATION 

In this section, we investigate the noise-immunity degrada- 
tion in high-leakage digital circuits designed in two -0.lpm 
CMOS technologies. We also propose the un i t y  noise gain 
(UNG) and 4-stage delay as metrics to quantitatively de- 
scribe the noise-immunity and speed, respectively, of dif- 
ferent circuit techniques. 
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Figure 1: Wide fan-in domino gates: (a) d l  domino and 
(b) d2 domino. 

A. Noise Characterization 

We are primarily concerned with wide fun- in  domino gates, 
which are prone to leakage-induced noise. Fig. 1 depicts 
two domino topologies of wide fan-in OR gates, where 
d l  domino denotes the conventional domino gate with a 
foot-switch NMOS transistor and d2 domino denotes that 
without the foot-switch NMOS transistor [lo]. We need 
to point out that a d2 domino gate is  faster than a d l  
domino gate of the same design; however, the input sig- 
nals of a d2 domino gate must remain at  “0” during the 
precharge phase to prevent DC conduction between power 
supply and ground. 

To compare the circuit robustness under DSM distur- 
bances, we inject identical noise pulses into all the gate 
inputs A1-An during the evaluate phase and measure the 
resulting voltage waveforms at  dynamic node VD and out- 
put Vout. The input noise stimulus (see Fig. 2(a)) consists 
of a DC offset VDC (to account for the possible IR drops) 
and a scalable pulse Vpulse, i.e., 

where the shape of Vpulse closely mimics real noise pulses 
due to glitches, crosstalk, and ground bounce, etc.. Fig. 2(b) 
-(c) illustrate typical waveforms of VD and Vout with the 
input noise present. To quantify the noise-immunity, we 
propose the metric of unity noise gain (UNG), which is 
defined as the amplitude of input noise Vnoise that causes 
an equal-amplitude noise pulse at  Vout, i.e., 

U N G  = {Vnoise Vnoise = &ut}. (2) 

UNG captures the critical input noise strength, as any 
noise pulse larger than UNG will be amplified due to the 
nonlinear transfer function of the transistor. While the 
UNG measure is easy to obtain, real DSM scenarios are 
more complicated as the duration of DSM noise also needs 
to be accounted for. In such case a more comprehensive 
noise-immunity metric such as the one proposed in [14] 
can be adopted. In this paper, however, we only consider 
the noise amplitude for the sake of simplicity. 

In addition to the noise-immunity, we are also inter- 
ested in the delay reduction achievable in deep submicron 
technologies. For this purpose, we simulate five serially- 
connected identical OR gates and measure the worst-case 
50%-delay of the first four gates, termed as 4-stage delay 
(see Fig. 3). This accounts for the fan-in (input) capaci- 
tance associated with the circuit style being employed. 

Figure 2: Noise characterization: (a) input noise wave- 
forms, (b) dynamic node waveforms and (c) output wave- 
forms. 

vp m 4-stage delay 

Figure 3: 4-stage delay. 

B. Performance Comparison and Problem State- 
ment 

We have designed representative 4-wide, &wide and 16- 
wide OR gates in two -0.lpm technologies, termed as 
T-l and T-2, where T-l is a single-threshold technology 
and T-2 is a scaled dual-threshold technology with smaller 
threshold voltages. Due to this, T-2 technology induces 
a higher leakage current, e.g., the worst-case leakage cur- 
rent (measured at room temperature) of IOW-% and high- 
% transistors are 25X and 6X larger than that of the 
transistors in T-1 technology of the same design. To in- 
vestigate the degradation in noise-immunity, two design 
schemes have been applied to the gates in T-2 technology: 
1.) single-Vt implementation, where all the transistors are 
low-%, and 2.) dual-& implementation, where the pull- 
down NMOS transistors are replaced by high-& devices 
for the purpose of reducing leakage current. All the pull- 
down NMOS transistors in these OR gates have the same 
width which is determined by the specification on fan-in 
(input) capacitance. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of UNG vs. 4-stage delay, both 
normalized by the corresponding baseline T-1 technology 
values. As indicated, single-& d.2 domino gates in T-2 
technology achieve about 2X delay reduction over those 
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Figure 4: Noise-immunity vs. speed for two -0.lpm tech- 
nologies. 

in T-1 technology. However, the leakage problem becomes 
severe as the scaled Vt makes transistors more susceptible 
to DSM noise, resulting in 60%-70% degradation in UNG. 
Dual-& d2 domino gates mitigate the UNG degradation 
to 30%-40% as compared with the T-1 technology; how- 
ever, they also lead to a 20% speed loss over the single-Vt 
d2 domino gates. Within the same technology, 16-wide 
gates are found to be slower and less robust than 4-wide 
gates due to the larger parasitic capacitance and stronger 
leakage path. Moreover, the 16-wide d l  domino and d2 
domino gates in T-2 technology with single(1ow)-& are 
“non-functional”, which means just a small DC offset VDC 
(around 100mV) at  the inputs will cause the final output 
to switch erroneously. 

A possible means to further improve noise-immunity 
is to use dl domino instead of d2 domino, as the stacked 
foot-switch NMOS transistor can reduce leakage current. 
This approach, however, incurs a speed penalty because 
of the reduced pull-down strength. For example, dual-& 
dl domino gates lead to a 10% further UNG improvement 
but with a 30% speed loss as compared with dual-Vt d2 
domino gates. Therefore, design techniques that have a 
better noise-immunity vs. speed trade-off than that of 
dual-& domino are needed. 

111. THE BOOSTED-SOURCE TECHNIQUE 

Noise-immunity degradation due to high leakage makes 
robust performance difficult for low-power digital circuits, 
especially wide fan-in domino gates. In this section, we 
will present a new noise-tolerant dynamic circuit technique 
- the boosted-source (BS) technique, which achieves sig- 
nificant improvement in reliability without incurring large 
design overheads. 

Fig. 5 shows the circuit schematic of a dl-compatible 
wide fan-in gate employing the proposed BS technique. A 
sense amplifier (SA) is utilized to  generate two full-swing, 
complimentary outputs. The gate works as follows. Dur- 
ing the p r e c k g e  phase when CLK = “0”, dynamic node 
A, output v,,, and Vout are charged up to Vdd, whereas 
node C is discharged. The voltage level of node B depends 
upon the inputs. In case 1 (see Fig. S(a)), some of the in- 

Figure 5: Circuit diagram of the boosted-source technique 
(output inverters are not shown).’ 

puts Al-A,  are low. Thus, node B is also charged up to 
Vdd. During the evaluate phase when CLK =‘‘1”, node 
A and B will be pulled down due to charge redistribution 
with the dummy capacitor a t  node C .  Meanwhile, both 
Vovt and Vout will be momentarily discharged. However, 
by properly skewing the pull-down strengthof Pathl and 
Pathd, Vout will be fully discharged while Vout returns back 
to Vdd. Node A, B and C will converge to an intermediate 
voltage level due to charge-sharing. Note that this is the 
highest voltage level that node B can achieve at the end 
of each evaluate phase. In case 2 (see Fig. 6(b)), all of the 
inputs AI-A,  are high. Thus, node A and B will be at 
Vdd and an intermediate voltage level, respectively. This 
voltage difference makes Pathl slower than Path2 After 
CLK turns to “l”, Vout will be discharged while Vout stays 
a t  Vdd. Node B will converge to a lower voltage level due 
to charge-sharing with node C. Note that in both cases the 
small glitch at  the non-switching output can be reduced 
by the output inverter. 

In comparison with the existing circuit techniques [14], 
[15], the proposed BS technique has the following features: 

The BS technique significantly improves the noise- 
immunity. Clearly, noise pulses may impair the out- 
puts of a BS gate when all the inputs are high during 
the precharge phase and at the beginning of evaluate 
phase when the SA starts latching. However, noise 
impact is greatly reduced due to the body-effect and 
low mobility of the “pull-up” PMOS transistors. In 
addition, during most of the evaluate phase, noise 
will only cause charge-sharing between node A, B 
and C; but will not affect the outputs due to the 
latching nature of the SA. Note that conventional 
domino gates are not noise-tolerant, even if they 
are followed by a latch, as the latch will capture a 
wrong value at the end of evaluate phase if an error 
occurs. 

The delay of a BS gate is determined by the speed of 
SA. For wide fan-in gates this implies a speed benefit 
due to the relief of discharging large drain capaci- 
tance and parasitic capacitance at dynamic nodes. 
Moreover, the BS technique doesn’t increase the 
fan-in (input) capacitance. The L‘pull-up” PMOS 
transistors can be designed with the same fan-in 
(input) capacitance as that of the pull-down NMOS 
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Figure 6: Operating waveforms of a BS gate when the 
inputs are (a) not all high and (b) all high. 

transistors in conventional domino without affecting 
the gate delay. This allows easier interface to other 
circuits. 
Due to partial voltage swing at node A, B and C, 
dynamic power dissipation is reduced and the extra 
power dissipation due to the SA can be offset. As 
the number of fan-in increases, drain capacitance 
and parasitic capacitance a t  dynamic nodes also in- 
crease, and therefore the power reduction due to 
partial voltage swing will become significant. 

A number of design issues regarding the BS technique 
need to be addressed. First, it is necessary to determine 
the value of the capacitance at node C .  A small capaci- 
tance reduces the voltage drop at  node B and therefore 
may not be able to  skew the discharging speed when all 
the inputs are high. On the other hand, a large capaci- 
tance wastes power. From the simulations we found that 
such capacitance should be around 30%-50% of the total 
capacitance at node A and B. Thus, a dummy capacitor 
might be needed and this will consume additional layout 
area. 

Also, the BS gate shown in Fig. 5 is dl-compatible 
and allows high-tdow input switch during the precharge 
phase. Note that dl-compatible gates are desired for some 
applications such as wide fan-in address decoders in mem- 
ory design, as d2 domino gates waste power in predischarg- 
ing large input (bit-line) loads. I t  is possible to change the 
circuit configuration in Fig. 5 for designing dscompatible 
gates. In this case the foot-switch NMOS transistor N1 
and the dummy capacitor at node C are no longer needed. 
This leads to further energy savings. However, the clock 
signal of the SA must .be delayed properly with respect to 
CLK to wait for stable inputs. This delayed clock signal 
can be generated locally from CLK, but it may increase 

the gate delay. 
Finally, we need to point out that the BS technique 

increases the clock load and thus an upsized (local) clock 
driver is needed. While this leads to extra power dissi- 
pation, the simulation results in the next section demon- 
strate that the power reduction due to low voltage swing 
is dominant for wide fan-in gates. 

It must be mentioned that although in this paper we 
are primarily concerned with wide fan-in gates, the pro- 
posed BS technique is equally applicable to narrow fan-in 
gates and other logic gates which will become leakage- 
prone in future deep submicron technologies. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

Simulation results of %wide, 16-wide and 32-wide gates 
designed in the Predictive Berkeley BSIM3v3 0.13pm CMOS 
technology [l] are presented in this section. Performance 
in terms of delay, power dissipation and noise-immunity 
is compared with the conventional domino gates (shown 
in Fig. l(a)). All the gates are designed with the same 
speed specification at  a given output load. The "pull-up" 
PMOS transistors in BS gates are designed with the same 
fan-in (input) capacitance as that of the pull-down NMOS 
transistors in domino gates. 

Fig. 7(a) shows the energy dissipation of 8-wide, 16- 
wide and 32-wide BS gates, normalized by the correspond- 
ing measures of the domino gates. Since we are only con- 
cerned with the performance of the gate, energy consumed 
by the output inverter and the load are almost the same for 
different techniques and therefore are not included in the 
comparison. Simulation results indicate that the energy 
dissipation of the 32-wide BS gate is comparable to that 
of the 32-wide domino gate. This is because the power 
reduction due to low swing scheme of the BS technique 
becomes dominant as fan-in number goes up. Therefore, 
the BS technique is a better choice for wide fan-in gates, 
which as shown in Fig. 4 are very prone to leakage-induced 
noise. 

As mentioned before, noise pulses may impair the out- 
puts of a BS gate when all the inputs are high during the 
precharge phase and at the beginning of evaluate phase 
when the SA starts latching. We denote this period as the 
noise effective time. In the simulations we observed that 
if noise pulses appear after the PMOS transistor P1 (see 
Fig. 5) has been turned on, they will not affect the opera- 
tion of SA anymore, as the SA already has enough strength 
to  converge - towards the correct direction (i.e., Vout ="1" 
and Vout ="O"). This is about 30% of the total evaluate 
phase. As the UNG metric defined in (2) cannot be ap- 
plied directly to BS gates, we compare the noise-immunity 
in terms of the amplitude of noise pulses that will make 
output in error, normalized by the corresponding effec- 
tive time. Fig. 7(b) shows the noiseimmunity of &wide, 
16-wide and 32-wide BS gates, normalized by the corre- 
sponding measures of the domino gates. It is indicated 
that the BS technique achieves 1.6X-3X improvement 
in noise-immunity, and the improvement is significant for 
wide fan-in gates. This is mainly due to the body-effect 
and low mobility of the "pull-up" MOS transistors. Also 
shown in Fig. 7(b) is that the noiseimmunity of conven- 
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Figure 7: Performance of wide fan-in BS gates: (a) energy 
dissipation and (b) noise-immunity. 

tional domino gates degrades at  a higher rate with increase 
in fan-in than that of the BS gates. Note that in order to 
get a more accurate noise-immunity measure, we need a 
complete noise model which is currently an active research 
topic for DSM technologies. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have investigated the noise-immunity degradation due 
to high-leakage in deep submicron CMOS technologies. A 
new energy-efficient , noise-tolerant dynamic circuit tech- 
nique has been proposed. Simulation results demonstrate 
the significant improvement in reliability without incur- 
ring large design overheads. Future work is being directed 
towards applying the proposed technique in general circuit 
design. 
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